CASF celebrates its Platinum Anniversary. What began in 1950 as an effort by a handful of forward-thinking industry leaders to build the South Florida region, CASF has since become a leading voice and membership organization representing the commercial construction industry in South Florida.

Through seven decades, the organization has undergone some changes from its inception, from its name change to CASF, to its rebranding. But one thing has remained constant, CASF's unwavering commitment to serving the construction industry.

What began in 1950 as an effort by a handful of forward-thinking industry leaders has resulted in CASF's continued growth and prosperity. The organization has been a driving force for the development of South Florida, and its membership has played a vital role in the region's growth. Over the years, CASF has undergone some changes, including a name change to CASF and a rebranding.

CASF Awards Construction Scholarships to Students at FIU and UF

CASF presents its annual construction scholarships to two construction students at the FIU School of Construction Management and the UF College of Engineering.
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